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After appearing in one game last year, Aaron Rodgers revealed he wants to play for a few more
seasons. The 40-year-old's first season with the New York Jets ended in his first game with the team
when he suffered a torn Achilles within four plays against the Buffalo Bills. Earlier this week, Rodgers
appeared on Look Into It with Eddie Bravo and revealed his career plans. While he openly expressed
his desire to keep playing, Chiếu ngựa nguyên khối gỗ lim he also acknowledged the need for fortune
in the sport.

'I got back on the practice field late in the season, and I couldn't get to a top speed sprinting,' Rodgers
said. 'But really been in a good place, rehab-wise, from the start and feeling really good. Again, I'm
hopeful I can play two or three or four more years. But you need to have some good fortune there,
too.' Quarterback Aaron Rodgers revealed that he plans to play for 'two, three or four more years' 
#Jets QB Aaron Rodgers says he's hopeful that he can play '2, 3, or 4 more years' but adds that 'you
need to have some good fortune' there too.

(Via Look Into It Podcast with Eddie Bravo) pic.twitter.com/cfcgvqI7GU — Jake Asman (@JakeAsman)
March 5, 2024 Rodgers joined the New York Jets last year but suffered an Achilles tear in his first
game  Rodgers teased a comeback but spent the season sidelined as the Jets ended the season 7-10
After a successful surgery, Rodgers teased a comeback from the injury late last year. Rodgers'
unprecedented recovery was well documented as he returned to the practice field months after
getting ruled out for the season.

Unfortunately, web page his hopes of returning were shelved on December 20 as the Jets faded out of
the playoff picture. The day before, however, he appeared on the Pat McAfee Show and said he
wanted to play beyond 2024. 'I don't think that next year will be my last year,' Rodgers said. 'I felt like
when I came here that I got kind of a renewed passion and love for the game. I felt like I wanted to
play [with the Jets] at least two years and I feel like this year is kind of a lost year now that I only
played a couple of snaps.

external frameI wasn't able to go out there and prove what I'm capable of and see what we're capable
of as a team. … 'I feel like I can play more years and I can be effective in my 40s, which is crazy
because I thought that I'd probably be sitting on a couch somewhere at 40. But now I want to be
starter at 40, I want to be a starter at 41. I want to see what I get out of this body.' Following his
abrupt season-ender, the Jets went 7-10 and finished fourth in the AFC East. Aaron RodgersNew York
JetsBuffalo Bills
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